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Theory of entire Universe –THE UNIFICATION  
By Daniel Georgel Preda 

 
HELICAL GEOMETRODYNAMICS... is much more than a theory, for the first time it 

became a reality. This project is in progress and includes 2 free downloadable books  

(pdf. files). So...right now you can see “LIVE” the evolution of this...final theory. 
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GOVERNMENT OF ROMANIA, 

 by Romanian Copyright Office, recorded in National 

Works Register the work “Universe Foundament” and 

 ”Fundamental Law of Creation”. 
 

The project will modify the self-consciousness of  readers who deeply understand it. This 

extended awareness will grow beyond microscope and telescope limits (minimum and 

maximum). 

The intuition, the most powerful tool of human thinking, will be the engine which will change 

your understanding about creation of the entire Universe. 

In this situation, all religions and 

science are put together. All goes to 

the same point! 

The key of everything was 

decrypted, the single one which 

opens all locked doors, from 

everywhere, from ...anytime! 

...its name is... 

HELICAL 

GEOMETRODYNAMICS. 

  Exploring all religions, as an ancient source of  life or Universe research, I found that all 

symbols, no exception, describe the fundamental geometry of everything. The same all science 

and ...crop circles... 

The human behavior,  what humanity made  in the entire history, is based on an unique 

geometry, a helical one!...So as all mineral, animals, plants, galaxies...have the same helical 

geometry. This name is E.F.T. (Fundamental Helix of Transport). Any fundamental particle, 

or cluster, has a helix path, in movement from A point to B point. 

http://www.thefundamentaluniverse.ro/
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E.F.T. has 3 distinct zones, crossing 3 different 

densities of gravity.These are vortex IN, transport 

and vortex OUT. 

E.F.T. has some distinct characteristics: 

1- Peripheral connection, forming  long chains, or 

selfconnection, thoroidal shape. 

2- Axial attraction, annexation of different E.F.T. in 

a bundle of helix. 

3- It is reversible in opposite dynamics and 

preserves his geometry. 

 

All these helical flows can build 

 3 distinct shapes: 

1 - Sphere, stable structure. 

2 - Thorus, intermediate structure. 

3 - Cylindric, flow structure.  

 

 

The matter is forced to flow in a condensed shape, 

in a tetrahedral geometry. 

The superfluidity of Universe and the tetrahedral structure 

of  fundamental particles describe,  for the first time, 

....absolutely everything.(example – feelings) 

The helix is, in fact, a tetrahelix flow of 

fundamental particles. 

The chirality of everything is on left hand or 

the right hand...because in the fundamental 

geometry of  our Universe there are a lot of 

tetrahedrons ...flowing! 

All systems are open. All structures have a 

minimal one  IN/OUT flow circuit. 

Right now,  twistor theory,  bundle fiber, 

superstring,  M theory or what theory you 

want...are broken! 

Much more... collect all these sort of theories 

and multiply them with any number you want... 

This is the POWER of my theory, so that... my 

project logo is: 
 

I have enough power to change history, are you ready? 
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In the first book  E.F.T.  

 is identified in all religions, 

human body, life and 

minerals. 

We will go back in time, 

near 30 000 years ago, since 

caves period, and 

identify...the  

E.F.T. geometry!  

Human culture, from any 

time and any place, has 

many symbols.(geometry 

is preserved) All reflect the 

E.F.T....including...ARTS! 

The single culture which I 

know is keeping alive all 

ancient symbols, since 30 

000 years ago,  is the 

Romanian culture! 

In Romania there are many houses like a temple.Many eat steel from this sort of plates. 

All religions, from any time, have similar symbols , as snakes or 

tetrahedral structures. 

Axial attraction(tree, 

chalice, yin/yang...) or  

peripheral connection 

(ouroboros snake, crown...)  are DYNAMIC structures and 

 thetrahedral positions are 

GEOMETRIC structures. 

All together are named 

GEOMETRODYNAMICS. 

 

This perpetual transport, from A point to B 

point are the same pattern, the E.F.T. 

shape.The TREE OF LIFE is now real, it exists, 

as axial attraction, in 

science and ...religions! 

“The fundamental law of 

creation” , the first book, does not 

analyze Universe in a scientific manner.  

It is only a pure observable phenomenon 

using human intuition. 
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The second book is about E.F.T. in a scientific and symbolistic way. 

For any system there are identified 3 sorts of interactions.(with another):  

(Fundamental three-vector, simultan actions) 

1-Attractor, flow vector-Vc 

2-Influence system, frontal vector, Vf 

3-Internal system, interior vector, Vi 

Vr – vector resulting from these 

ones. 

This helical shapes always introduce 

momentum and force linked by 

geometry. 

Entire project is counter 

projection thinking. 

Researchers study circle 

but it is not a reality, it 

does not exist. 

PI does not exist, it is a 

black (a shadow) and unique 

solution but does not describe 

the colour and the shape of 

different realities. 

The project is about  all coulors and forms.... behind PI. 

Now it appears another short movement, a deviant one.That is U.F.T. and 

means Fundamental Torsion Wave. 

All sort of fields are decrypted, 

including gravity and electromagnetism. 

Using Falaco solitons the real gravity 

shows that the unique 

sense is wrong... 

double sense is right! 

DNA replication mechanism is 

decrypted. 

All turbulent flows are decrypted 

too. Lorenz attractor the same... 

 Fluid mechanics talks about 

sphere, cylinder and thorus...the 

same entire nature...everything! 
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Superstring theory, 

M, aether theory or 

any final theory may 

became a thin and 

particular case of 

 “THE  

FUNDAMENTAL 

UNIVERSE  

THEORY” 

 

For a good understanding it was published 

a FUNDAMENTAL CODE of interactions 

between any 2 helical flows. 

There are only 4 combinations between 

parallel/counter-parallel and 

chiral/couter-chiral flows. 

Two of them have repulsive interactions 

between axis and ends.(1,2) 

Another two are A and B case: 

1) Attraction of ends and repulsion of axis 

         (peripheral connection) 
2) Axial attraction and repulsion of ends. 

The incredible fact of this theory, is that it does not use 

any mathematics formula. That means everybody can 

understand it... number of study years... doesn’t count! 

...the simplest theory in the world become the powerful 

theory of  our history... 
 

The simplest experiments 

will shatter and collapse 

physics, all sciences and so 

religions! 

With this words I inform 

you that earthquake just 

started from Romania... 

You can watch it... 

LIFE! 
 

 

 

 

 

 


